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South Park: The Fractured But Whole (2017 Video Game) Add to The Guide Go to: Gravity? 1 0 2 15 We were unable to provide your estimate. Please try again later. As in typical South Park fashion, this game includes a few examples of mature humor, racial humor and sexual material there are many frequent custom expletives (such as Fuck, Cunt, and Shit), as well as many
racial slurs (like Nigger, Spook) used as well. As in South Park: The Stick of Truth, almost every obscene word you can think of is used in this game. Contains strong language throughout, including racist slurs. Cartmans super hero named Kun Parents Guide items below can give away important plot points. There is a level that happens in a strip club. Shows bare breasts briefly in
one scene. You have to get Lap Dance to the boy. There's no nudity here. A scene in a strip club is shown. Most nudity is covered by Bra and Thong's, but there are 3 scenes showing naked breasts. Plus you can have a sex toy at the counter. An additional piece shows the towel gives a to the person. Nudity is not displayed, but you can hear them moaning at one point. One of
the villains boss is Jared Fogle, a former SubWay spokesman who was accused of paedophilia two years before the game's release. There is a fight against catholic priest Molesters. No nudity, but shows people rubbing themselves, inappropriate touching and someone pulling beads on the rope out of their anus and whipping themselves. Not too graphic. As Christmas critters are
introduced they vomit extremely violent acts involving heads being blown with extremely graphic and animals carving openly. Any positive messages are superior in racy content. My son is 9 years old and he begged me to rent it, so I did. I was in the kitchen cleaning and swearing words just flew out of the TV, c--t, bitch, f-k you mom and so on. I have to check the reviews before
renting, but I didn't. A lot of drugs use knee-high dancing and I had to play a role for him because he had to go to a strip club and when I went up to the bar I could even buy sex toys. Never again. He's back at redbox. If your 18 or older and a Southpark fan, then it's a good game, assuming kids aren't around when you play. The Sexual StuffLanguageDrinking, Drugs and Smoking
Report This Review of the Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB) has published its ranking and content descriptions for South Park: The Fractured But Whole - and it's sure something. It's no surprise that Fractured But Whole got M-for-Mature or that the description itself is so over-the-top and obscene, but it's still something completely different to read it. Starting out, the
game received its M rating for content Blood and Gore, mature humor, nudity, sexual content, strong language, drug use, violence. The ranking resume starts with As a description of the gameplay in turn and how you play as the new kid in town on the adventure. The summary then goes to the extreme, starting with dismemberment and beheadings. It's a Time South Park game,
there will also be racial humor and sexual material, though certainly in a cartoonish way, the summary states. Characters are depicted urinating and defecating; one extended sequence (in a strip club) depicts a character performing a lap dance, emitting flatulence; One scene depicts a towel character performing a hidden sex act on a man in an alley; Another scene shows the man
watching the security monitors and repeatedly reaching for the lubricant at his desk - all sequences depicted in a cartoonish and over-the-top way. Characters are sometimes depicted naked (e.g. breasts, buttocks, male genitalia). During the game, players can watch the characters snorting the line of cocaine, and in one level, players must complete the quest to bring a marijuana
recipe to the character. The dialogue hears the words fek, tsant and goes, as well as racial epithets (e.g., gue, spak). You can read the full ESRB description here (via Wario64 on Twitter). The precursor to 2013's South Park: The Stick of Truth was censored in Australia, using a weeping image of a koala to bypass the country's censors. It remains to be seen how the Australian
Ratings Board or other international rating bodies will handle Fractured But Whole. We report back with more details they are becoming available. (UPDATE August 29) Ubisoft Australia has confirmed that Fractured But Whole will not be reduced or censored at all in Australia. South Park: The Fractured But Whole is being developed inside Ubisoft in San Francisco, unlike The
Stick of Truth, which was made by Fallout: New Vegas Obsidian Entertainment. After numerous delays, Fractured But Whole finally comes out on October 17 for PlayStation 4, Xbox One and PC. GameSpot can receive commissions from retail offerings. Moderate Though there is frequent raw sexual humor. You will find a notebook with sketches of some characters in sexual acts.
Very early on, the story ends with you witnessing your parents having sex. Nothing is shown, but it is repeated at least three times. There is a level that happens in a strip club. Shows bare breasts briefly in one scene. You have to get Lap Dance to the boy. There's no nudity here. A scene in a strip club is shown. Most nudity is covered by Bra and Thong's, but there are 3 scenes
showing naked breasts. Plus you can have a sex toy at the counter. An additional piece shows the towel gives a to the person. Nudity is not displayed, but you can hear them moaning at one point. One of the villains boss is Jared Fogle, a former SubWay spokesman who was accused of paedophilia two years before the game's release. After numerous delays, South Park: The
Fractured But Whole will finally be available on October 17 on Xbox One, PlayStation 4 and Windows PC. Recently, the game was ESRB, and the ranking gives us an idea of what glorious nastiness you can expect to see and hear when you play play Game. The game is rated M (not surprisingly here) due to a plethora of causes that include blood and gore, mature humor, nudity,
sexual content, strong language, drug use, and violence. The ranking record includes a summary of why the game got an M rating, which shows some of the madness you can expect in October when you play this game. Here's the full story: This is a role-playing game based on an animated South Park TV show in which players take on the role of a new child in the city embarking
on adventures to uncover the evil criminal element. Players take turns by moving around the grid and selecting attacks from the menu. Players use different types of weapons (such as blades, claws), explosions of energy/ice/lightning, and melee combat. The effects of blood spatter occur frequently, and cutscenes sometimes depict cartoonic dismemberment or beheading. The
game includes several examples of mature humor, racial humor and sexual material: characters are depicted urinating and defecating; one extended sequence (in a strip club) depicts a character performing a lap dance, emitting flatulence; One scene depicts a towel character performing a hidden sex act on a man in an alley; Another scene shows a man watching security
monitors and repeatedly reaching for lubrication at his desk- all sequences are depicted in a cartoonish and over-the-top way. Characters are sometimes depicted naked (e.g. breasts, buttocks, male genitalia). During the game, players can watch the characters snorting the lines of cocaine, and in one level, players must complete the quest to bring a marijuana recipe to the
character. It's totally nuts, isn't it? While at E3 2017, COGconnected had the opportunity to sit down with the latest build of Matt Stone and the creation of Trey Parker. We played a hilarious 20-minute demo and one thing is for sure, these foul-mouthed kids from South Park are back in great shape. The gang from South Park is as dirty as ever. Check out our preview here. Are you
going to pick up the game? Tell us in the comments below. SOURCE You're Watching Turns Ubisoft Take Things Just As Far as a TV series with an upcoming video game. South Park: Fractured, but Total will feature all the things we've been used to seeing in TV shows over the years. Recently, the American Entertainment Software Rating Council (ESRB) provided a mature
rating of the game. Blood and Gore, mature humor, nudity, sexual content, strong language, drug use, violence written in the description of the content, nothing different from many other games. But the devil details, so check out the examples included in the ranking summary published by ESRB: Rating Summary: This is a role-playing game based on an animated South Park TV
show in which players take on the role of a new child in the city embarking on adventures to uncover an evil criminal element. Players in the room, moving around the grid and choosing to From the menu. Players use different types of weapons (such as blades, claws), explosions of energy/ice/lightning, and melee combat. The effects of blood spatter occur frequently, and
cutscenes sometimes depict cartoon dismemberment or beheading. The game includes several examples of mature humor, racial humor and sexual material: characters are depicted urinating and defecating; one extended sequence (in a strip club) depicts a character performing a lap dance, emitting flatulence; One scene depicts a towel character performing a hidden sex act on
a man in an alley; Another scene shows a man watching security monitors and repeatedly reaching for the lubricant at his desk - all sequences are depicted in a cartoonish and over-the-top manner. Characters are sometimes depicted naked (e.g. breasts, buttocks, male genitalia). During the game, players can watch the characters snorting the line of cocaine, and in one level,
players must complete the quest to bring a marijuana recipe to the character. The dialogue hears the words fek, tsant and goes, as well as racial epithets (e.g., gue, spak). The list is so long that it can almost be considered a spoiler. You're watching
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